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ABOUT THIS RESOURCE
This resource has been prepared by Bathurst Regional Art Gallery in conjunction with Museums & Galleries
of NSW, to accompany the Stars + Stripes: American Art of the 21st Century from the Goldberg Collection
exhibition.
It is intended to assist upper primary and secondary students and teachers in their understanding and enjoyment
of the exhibition.
This resource works at its best when read in conjunction with the exhibition catalogue. It has been designed

specifically for use on an interactive white board and encourages active classroom participation.

NAVIGATION OF THE RESOURCE
Throughout the Kit, the following icons have been used to help identify the type of question or action:

Practice

Discussion

Research

Video Link

Web Link

Website Links – Most of the questions in the Kit have website links to other online media. These links are
		
highlighted in blue.

CURATOR’S FOREWORD
American artists who
explore
the creative
and
conceptual
possibilities
thatthe
these
mediums
hold.
Stars
+ Stripes
: American
Art
of the 21st
Century from
Goldberg
Collection
is an important
exhibition drawn from the private collection of Sydney-based Lisa and Danny Goldberg.
The 51 works shown here are drawn from an extensive collection of over 200 and includes

painting, drawing, photography and sculpture highlighting the cutting-edge practices of a

generation of

American artists who explore the creative and conceptual

possibilities that these mediums hold.

This is the first time in almost 50 years that a major exhibition of
contemporary American art has been seen in Australia. In 1967 the
Museum of Modern Art, New York toured Two Decades of American
Painting to Australia. That ground-breaking exhibition introduced
Australian audiences to the work of what was then a new generation of
American artists including Andy Warhol (aged 39), Jasper Johns (aged
37) and Robert Rauschenberg (aged 42). Stars + Stripes introduces
another generation of equally important American artists to Australian
audiences.
Based predominately in New York and Los Angeles, the 30 artists
featured have all carved out international careers and have been highly
influential among art students and the next generation of emerging
artists in the

US and Europe. Stars + Stripes offers a fascinating
North America and provides

snapshot of recent contemporary art from

a unique opportunity to present works by artists not easily accessible to

Australian audiences.

Special thanks go to Danny and Lisa Goldberg for their generosity

TOUR VENUES AND DATES
BATHURST REGIONAL ART GALLERY
Bathurst NSW
3 October – 16 November 2014
GRAFTON REGIONAL ART GALLERY
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13 May – 21 June 2015
MANLY ART GALLERY AND MUSEUM
Sydney NSW
4 July – 30 August 2015
COWRA REGIONAL ART GALLERY
Cowra NSW
11 September – 18 October 2015
MANNING REGIONAL ART GALLERY
Taree NSW
30 October 2015 - 17 January 2016

in allowing their extraordinary collection to be seen by regional

WESTERN PLAINS CULTURAL CENTRE
Dubbo NSW
6 february – 1 May 2016

that regional audiences have access to the best touring exhibitions of

WAGGA WAGGA ART GALLERY
Wagga Wagga NSW
14 May – 3 July 2016

audiences; Dr Oliver Watts for his insightful catalogue essay; Museums
& Galleries of NSW for the important role they play in ensuring
contemporary art; and
of

Michael Rolfe, CEO of Museums & Galleries

NSW for offering me the opportunity to curate this extraordinary

exhibition. It has been one of the highlights of my visual art career.

Richard Perram OAM
Director, Bathurst Regional Art Gallery
Curator, Stars + Stripes: American Art of the 21st Century from the
Goldberg Collection

LATROBE REGIONAL ART GALLERY
Morwell VIC
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WALEAD BESHTY
b. 1976
“I was interested in making work that physically
changed as it circulated through the art
world…What if you could put the entire system
into the object?”

Although many of his more famous artworks are sculptures, Walead
Beshty describes himself as a photographer. His practice explores
the relationships between material and the world at large, with

particular attention to political and social constructs such as power,
regulation and the logistics of the art world.
transitional spaces and practices e.g.

He is also interested in
Airports.

Looking closely at Beshty’s sculpture practice reveals that his
processes do mirror those commonly found in photography; he begins
with a blank medium e.g. copper and puts his faith into external forces,
such as human interaction, which form the final artwork.
Copper (FedEx® Golf-Bag Box_2010 FedEx 163166 Rev 10/10), International Priority, Los Angeles-Hoofddorp, trk#
799869727005, May 29 – June 4 2013, International Priority, Hoofddorp-Sydney, trk#796117381500, June 28 – July 3
2013 from Beshty’s FedEx series best illustrates this process.

The original sculpture was constructed as a polished copper box, meaning the sculpture itself is both box
and object in one and essentially ‘pure freight’. Next the artwork is ‘posted’ all over the world (without the
protection of a crate) using the well-known freight company Fed Ex and then exhibited in the Gallery as is.
Although the act of freighting artwork to and from destinations is highly
common, the intrinsic ‘preciousness’ that is associated with artistic objects
is corrupted through its rough treatment e.g. lack of crate, no handling
instructions, use of the general freight service Fed Ex rather than a fine art
transport specialist. During transit the sculpture is inevitably damaged and
each of the dents, finger marks, scratches and postage labels it accumulates
during its ‘travels’ all become part of the ‘process’ of the work, the making.

“Copper is a reactive
material, so contact with
the oils on your skin will
accelerate oxidation,”

Beshty explains.

“To conserve these works
is to destroy them.”

The packaging labels on the sculpture are important
and part of the work. The FedEx logo found on these
labels is said to be one of the best designed logos in
the world, using this article discuss how and why it
works so well.

Design your own logo for an imaginary product.
“Copper is a reactive material, so contact with the
oils on your skin will accelerate oxidation,” Beshty
explains. Research the effects of oxidation on raw
copper.
How does the FedEx Airport hub work?

Secondary

Walead Beshty Iinstallation view, Walead Beshty: Production Stills, 2009, Thomas Dane
Gallery, LondonPhoto: www.thomasdanegallery.com

Primary

Traditionally the practice of photography is closely related to time as sculpture is to space. Discuss
these concepts in reverse.
Beshty stated that he used the volume of the FedEx box as a starting point for his laminated glass and
FedEx works. Select a box size from the FedEx website and design a sculptural work to fit within
it.
copper

Like Beshty, artists Robert Rauschenberg and John Cage often credit chance or outside intervention as
a key collaborator. Research the works of both artists.
After viewing the gallery of Beshty’s work on the Thomas Dane Gallery website, select two works and
review them, include installation techniques and discuss material choice.
Beshty discusses his earlier FedEx works (32 mins – 35.30mins) in this video. Discuss the similarities and
FedEx series’.

the advancements made between the glass and copper based

MIKE BOUCHET
b. 1970

“There’s a lot of basic human buttons. What are
people’s reactions to things? I do feel as if my buttons
are being pressed. If I feel my buttons being pressed, I
generally start making work about something.”

From life sized American houses floating (and then sinking) in Venice canals to hotel swimming pools full of
artist made diet cola, Mike Bouchet has been creating paintings, sculptures, installations, videos, interventions
and performances which meditate on mass consumption since the early 1990s.
Bouchet utilizes his art practice to explore his
emotional responses to the marketing soaked
world around him.

Each of his works critically
questions the political, economic and cultural
systems that exist in our world and the role of
the artist in society.

He likes to play with American icons and
nothing is sacred, from Disney to Coca Cola,
Bouchet enjoys the idea of ‘making products
that fail in a consumer situation, but are interesting in an artistic situation.’
In 2004 Bouchet created his own version of diet Coca-Cola, Cola Lite and started using it as a painting medium.
His ‘ColaChrome’ paintings or ‘stainings’, as he refers to them, are essentially large-scale watercolours on
cotton canvases. Modelled after outdoor advertising formats e.g. bus stop posters and billboards, this suite of
works are also made with the same industrial style processes found in signage factories around the world (vinyl
lettering and logo stencils) only with ‘ColaChrome’ substituting for ink or paint.

“I have my own hypotheses and theories about
popular visual information, you know. it’s
not very scientific or academic. I have a gut
feeling. I think that the commodity aesthetic
has had a huge effect on our culture, as
human beings. I think it’s almost like a
monumental force on humans all over the
planet right now.”

In Refresh Everything we also see Bouchet’s other
stylistic calling card, the ambiguously provocative
slogan. Just like the advertising he hates to love,
Bouchet cleverly co-ops the text, fonts and logos from
the brands he is manipulating and recontextualizes
their messaging to deliver his own.

As a result his
work is often labelled ‘appropriation,’ art, although
Bouchet does not agree with this categorization
identifies himself as a ‘misappropriation artist.’

Primary
Discuss the following quote ‘There’s a lot of basic human buttons. What are people’s reactions to things?
I do feel as if my buttons are being pressed. If I feel my buttons being pressed, I generally start making work
about something.’ Mike Bouchet
Why not have a go at making your own cola and then paint with it?
Many artists explore consumer culture in their practice, in fact Pop Art was a whole movement devoted
to the world of advertising, film stars, pop music and consumerism. Check out Pop to Popism exhibition.
The history of Coca Cola in 5 minutes.

Secondary
Discuss this quote: “I don’t like the word ‘appropriation,’” Bouchet said, “but I feel strong about the
artist as a cultural producer, just like 20th Century Fox or Twix.”
Visit the Coca Cola website and view the
advertising art work slideshow. Select
one of the ads and redesign it, keeping the
slogan.
Select an original Pop artist e.g. Andy
Warhol and a contemporary pop artist e.g.
Jeff Koons and explore the evolution of
Pop Art as a practice.
View Mike Bouchet’s work Cola Lite Lap
and research the role of Cola as a medium.
The history of Coca Cola in 5 minutes.
Mike Bouchet Cola lite lap (2013). Photo: http://marlboroughchelsea.com/chelsea

RICHARD JACKSON
b. 1939

“Art’s a documentation of how you spend your time. I choose
to spend my time in a more evolved kind of way...You should be
able to learn something from the process. Art should be an
experience for people, rather than just an object.”
For the last two decades, Richard Jackson has made it his mission to
take action painting to the next level and then some. Armed with his
painting machines or ‘surrogates’ as he calls them, he systematically
challenges every aspect of traditional painting and abstract
expressionism as we know it.

A self-confessed ‘art world’ outsider, Jackson doesn’t follow the rules and therefore rarely exhibits or sells
work. His works are more often than not ephemeral in nature and quite messy making them difficult to exhibit
in traditional spaces. The works themselves can be described as performances or an experience, that’s if an
audience gets to see the process and not just the product.
There are many stages to Jackson’s works, the building of the painting machine itself (preparation), installing the
painting machine into the environment or space (installation), the ‘activation’ of the paint machine (performance)
and then the aftermath (product).
The painting machine takes many forms. they are usually machines or structures which Jackson has modified in
order to squirt, splash, shoot, dribble or spray paint, either at a pre-defined space, surface or object. In Bad Dog
(Blue) the aluminium dog sculpture has been fitted with an external pump which pressurizes blue paint and when
‘activated’, results in the dog peeing blue paint on the gallery wall.

“Whatever it looks like – that’s

Jackson’s practice is known for not only for his contribution
to painting but also for his cutting wit and critical narration of
the modern ‘art world.’

documentation of the process. It can be

ugly it can be beautiful it can be both...

So I think that’s a way you have to deal
with it. I don’t go back.”

Primary
Discuss this quote: “Whatever it looks like – that’s documentation of the process. It can be ugly it can be
beautiful it can be both... So I think that’s a way you have to deal with it. I don’t go back.” Richard Jackson
Design your own painting machine.
Research other artists who have worked within Action Painting.
View Richard Jackson’s exhibition
Ain’t Painting a Pain
Watch one of Jackson’s painting
machines Painting with Two Balls
in action.

Secondary
Discuss this quote:
“We can’t just keep stockpiling
art. The best way to preserve
it is in people’s memories.”
Richard Jackson

Richard Jackson Car Wash 2014. Photo: www.cab.be/ © Ilan Weiss

Design your own small painting machine and build it.
Research two other artists who have worked within Action Painting and compare their processes to
Jackson’s.
Imagine you are a curator who is putting together a survey of Richard Jackson’s works, using this interview
100 word wall text to accompany the exhibition.

as a reference write a

Watch one of Jackson’s painting machines Car Wash in action.

DYLAN LYNCH
b. 1987
“After one hundred rolls of duct tape and
four hot summer days straight in a bathroom, I emerged with a
profound respect for the interaction of space and material,”
Lynch explains. “From then on, I realized that I wanted to
continue this investigation of objects and figure out their
capabilities by pushing them to their full potential.”

As one of the youngest artists in Stars + Stripes, Dylan Lynch
is carving an impressive career for himself. As a member of the
Brooklyn-based organization, The Still House Group, he is
afforded the space and opportunity to conceptualize, produce and
exhibit his work, while gaining the benefit of being surrounded by other artists, including his brother, artist
Brendan Lynch. Such an environment is a massive advantage to an emerging artist.
Lynch’s sculptural assemblages aim to capture elements of balance, pressure, tension, gravity and rhythm. Like
Marcel Duchamp before him, he selects commonly found utilitarian or industrial objects as his materials. Lynch
then subjects these objects to various forms of force to induce the material to react, e.g. Sucked in Juice Box
was created using an industrial vacuum to suck all of the air out of a steel drum until it buckled, ultimately
transforming the object into something more interesting. The final sculptures showcase the narrative of the
process; glorifying the ‘scars’ of their manipulation.
This way of working is bold, experimental yet purposeful. Lynch works through a rigorous
drafting process, often discarding ‘failed’ versions, before arriving at a ‘final’ artwork.
his assemblages are often deceptively simple, drawing on the juxtaposition between the
almost primitive violence associated with his processes and the highly refined composition
of the final work.

Just like a scientist or a videographer, Lynch is drawn to the exploration and
documentation of mass and movement. His sculptures are a freeze frame, just one
moment in the overall chain of events that go together to tell the story of the complex
interactions between space and material.

“I often pick
objects whose
function relies
on movement.

I then strive

to retain that
energy in a
frozen state.”

Primary
Discuss this quote from Dylan Lynch: “I often pick objects whose function relies on movement. I then strive
to retain that energy in a frozen state.”
Lynch often works in multiples. Start with a common object and design a sculpture that uses many of the
same objects in an interesting way.
Marcel Duchamp was famous for using readymade objects in his artworks. Research his career and the
effects he had on 20th century artistic practice.
Explore Lynch’s other sculptures at The Still House Group website

Discuss this quote;“After one hundred rolls of duct
tape and four hot summer days straight in a bathroom, I
emerged with a profound respect for the interaction of
space and material,” he says.
that

“From then on, I realized
I wanted to continue this investigation of objects and

figure out their capabilities by pushing them to their full
potential.”

Dylan Lynch

Start with a common object and design a series of force
related tests to put it through. Document the tests and
results using a camera or drawings.
Brendan Lynch is also an artist who has a work in
Stars + Stripes. Compare Future Monsters by Brendan
and Sucked in Juice Box by Dylan, are there any
similarities in the brothers approaches or practice?
The Still House Group is an artist run space in New
York, explore the eight artists who work and exhibit
there.

Dylan Lynch Gully 2012. Thermoset resin, enamel and steel. Photo: www.enterstillhouse.com/

Secondary

TAVARES STRACHAN
b. 1979
“We all as human beings struggle to fit in and how we struggle to belong. And I

think our limitations help to define what’s really negative and what’s really positive
about all of us.”

Often described as an ‘artistic adventurer’,
Bahamian born sculptor Tavares Strachan is
systematically redefining what it is to practice art as
a true global citizen.

Best known for his ambitious and widely celebrated
The Distance Between What We Have and What
We Want (2006), which involved the extraction of
a 4.5ton block of ice from a river in Alaska which
was then sent via FedEx to Strachan’s home town
of Nassau, Bahamas. To keep the ice from melting
during its journey and while it was on exhibition, the
work

block was placed in a solar powered transparent
refrigerated case.

The scale, exploration and

journey aspects of such a feat have since become a
hallmark of

Strachan’s practice.

Initially a painter, Strachan eventually began working with glass and then onto more conceptual based projects
like The Distance Between What We Have and What We Want (2006). Although his practice has now largely moved
away from glass based works like Where, What, When (2003) his works still carry a unique aesthetic, which is
directly tied to material and the exploration of dichotomies such as transparency and opacity, light and dark,
creation and destruction.

“I’m fascinated by the
idea of being in two or

Where, What, When (2003) is an important work as it showcases not only
Strachan’s superior control over material in his laborious duplication of each

more places at once, and

shard of the broken window panes until the viewer can barely tell which of the

exploring difference that

meditation on the possible and impossible in matters of life and art.

way.”

two panes was the original, it also points to the beginnings of his conceptual

Primary
Discuss this quote: “I’m fascinated by the idea of being in two or more places at once, and exploring
difference that way.”
In his major exhibition Seen/Unseen Strachan concentrated on making works which revealed some
elements to the audience and hid others. Create a sculpture that does the same thing.
Research Strachan’s home town of Nassau in the Bahamas.
Strachan introduces the similar style of exact replicas of glass in The Problem of One Thing Existing as
Where, What, When, browse his body of work here.

created in

Secondary
Often described as an ‘artistic adventurer’, Bahamian born sculptor Tavares Strachan is systematically
redefining what it is to practice art as a true global citizen – discuss this position.
‘The traveller sees what he sees…the
tourist sees what he has come to see.’
G.K. Chesterton – create a work
which responds to this quote.
Write a review for Strachan’s
major exhibition Seen/Unseen.
In this video Strachan discusses
several of his later works which
intersect between art and science.

Tavares Strachan Arctic Ice Project in Brooklyn 2009 (photo Adam Husted, courtesy The Brooklyn Museum)
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Key works:
Walead Beshty Copper (FedEx® Golf-Bag Box_2010 FedEx 163166 Rev 10/10), International Priority, Los
Angeles- Hoofddorp, trk# 799869727005,May 29 – June 4 2013, International Priority, Hoofddorp-Sydney, trk#
796117381500, June 28 – July 3 2013 2013 polished copper, accrued FedEx shipping and tracking labels. 38 x
40 x 121 cm.
Mike Bouchet Refresh Everything 2010 artist produced diet cola on cotton.120 x 240 cm.
Richard Jackson Bad Dog (Blue) 2007 aluminium, hardware, MDO, formica. 69 x 76 x 46, Pedestal: 108 x 42.5
x62.5 cm.
Dylan Lynch Sucked in Juice Box 2013 acrylic on steel. 53.3 x 66 x 71.1 cm.
Tavares Strachan Where, What, When (Dislocated remnants from Simultaneous Events Providence, RI) 2003.
wood, paint, Plexiglass 2 panels, 101x 75.2 x 30.5 cm each.

Final Page:

Tavares Strachan Matthew 2012 collage and drawing on paper, Plexiglass. 4 units, 76.2 x 101.6 x 5.1 each;
203.2 x 152.4 x 5.1 cm total
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